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Science has difficulty changing the way we think
because it takes us beyond our natural perception.
To scales and phenomena that we are unaccustomed to,
that are instinctively inhuman.
To fundamentally change the philosophy of our
species there needs to be a bridge or, more
presciently, an emergency ladder for the human mind
to science.

As we are inclined to logic yet inherently
emotional, the importance of the scientific cannot be
understood using science alone.
Significance must be felt,
feelings are the foundation of art,
and validation the consequence of the artifact.

PRETEXT TO ALL TEXT

“We are unable clearly to circumscribe the
concepts we use; not because we don’t know
their real definition, but because there is no
real ‘definition’ to them.”
		
-LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN
			
The Blue Book 1958

Words are entirely contained within thought.
They have no absolute use beyond the arbitrary
fixation of the speaker. There is a constant
vagueness to language when it is only able
to be generated by experience and its meaning
given by explanation. Thinking of semantics in
this way does not nullify languages usefulness,
quite the opposite. Miscommunication occurs when
word fixations are mismatched between parties or
the objectivity of a word is overestimated.
Understanding the limits of a word to contain
objectivity makes you more aware of where that
objectivity exists of if it even exists at all.
The innate slipperiness of words can
be frustrating. For a tool so cumbersome and
nebulous, language holds a great deal of
power, shaping our thoughts and actions. For
an explanation without language, we can turn
to a dictionary to visualize the hierarchical
structures in the definitions of words whose
true meanings can be elusive.

By
arranging
and
connecting
the
relationships between words and the words
needed to define them, structures emerge to show
how confined, repetitive, closed, and isolated
language is. These graphical representations
of “complete definitions” show all the words
that arise in defining the initial seed word.
Beginning at a single point, lines are drawn
between the seed word and the words needed to
define it, and then the words needed to define
those words, followed by the next words, and
so on, until no new words are necessary. The
value of words only exists with collective
agreement among many people. Different seed
words create different structures, but the
components are all the same. Zooming in, we
find an overwhelming forest of connections and
a sense of how complex language can be but
zooming out reveals a closed system.

cont. Fundamental Physics I

NIHILISM AS AN INTERSECTION

The simplicity and neutrality of nihilism as
a concept makes the term ‘nihilist’, as it
applies to a person or way of thinking, too
broad to be usefully applied without a more
thorough scaffolding. The confusion begins to
arise with the most common definition of nihilism
as ‘the belief that life has no meaning’ which
leaves the terms ‘belief’ and ‘meaning’ up to a
wide array of interpretations. ‘Belief’ can be
thoughtful, conscious, and well thought through
or instinctual and taken more passively.
‘Meaning’ can refer to the metaphysical meaning
of life or the individually generated meaning
in life. This range can cause opposite ways of
thinking to both be considered ‘nihilist’ without
clarification as to the type it’s referring to.
It then becomes useful to consider nihilism as
the approach to an intersection with the option
of many nihilist pathways leading away from it.
The question of whether life has meaning is
approached from a diversity of angles depending
on our personal histories which play a role in
the path we take forward. One may either accept
or reject that there is a meaning of life and
either do so considering it an important or an
unimportant question and therefore treat it
actively or passively. Each of these responses
contains unique nihilistic behavior that may be
quite contrasting while still falling under the
term as used by different philosophers.

‘active/thoughtful
rejection’
would
describe someone furthest away from a traditional
definition of a nihilist yet embodies some of
its most fundamental traits. This person would
reject the claim that there is no meaning
of life while being very conscious in their
belief. The simplest example of an active
rejector would be a member of a “true-world”
religion who arrived at their position through
sufficient scrutiny that there is a type of
eternal bliss or heaven that supersedes our
lived reality. Dogmatic stances are another
example where, through religious or spiritual
beliefs, the person actively avoids evidencebased reality in favor of emotionally based
reality. This confidence is nihilistic in that
it involves a very robust denial of inquiry
even though the structure supporting their
belief may be quite intricate. Long leaps of
faith can be used to overcome even the widest
philosophical, scientific, or logical gaps. This
type of conviction is common in passive forms
of nihilism as pointed out by Donald Crosby in
the introduction to The Specter of the Absurd.
(Crosby 1988)
‘passive/thoughtless
rejection’
describes the set of pathways of those who
believe in some higher meaning than they could
create but leave its justification relatively
unquestioned or fully probed. Their belief

in a meaning of life is passive as opposed
to actively structured. Secular authorities
such as governments, businesses, or cultures
provide the basis for meaning and morality,
and provide enough distraction from nihilist
thinking to prevent deep investigation. This
type of nihilist is most famously described by
Nietzsche as the ‘last man’ as one who seeks
comfort and avoids thinking.(Nietzsche 1885)
Nolen Gertz explains in a contemporary context
that these individuals ‘evade reality’ getting
too caught up in the distracting fires of our
daily existence to concern themselves with
questioning their belief system.(Gertz 2019)
‘passive/pessimistic
acceptance’
contains the most stereotypic type of nihilist,
the depressed, paralyzed person who wallows in
the tragic lack of meaning of and in anything. Leo
Tolstoy presents a powerfully raw description
of the paralytic state nihilism can create when
he describes not the fear of losing his life
but of having it.(Tolstoy 1880) A pessimistic
acceptance of nihilism can also lead to somewhat
peaceful contentment as Schopenhauer showed,
the main trait of this path is the futility
of generating any meaning if it’s accepted
that there is no absolute foundation on which
to build.(Schopenhauer 1893) Also contained
here are the unique characters described as
‘dice-men’ or those who throw all important
decisions to pure chance as an embrace of the
arbitrariness of consequence.(Rhinehart 1971)
A contemporary portrayal of the dice-man can be
seen in Chigurh from No Country for Old Men, a
hitman who will sometimes decide to kill with
a coin toss. This category, like the others,
contains a subarray of distinct personalities
with some being quite upset by a lack of meaning
to some feeling power in that freedom, but each
is defined by an oppressive sense of futility to
escape what they have accepted, that there is
no way out.
‘active/optimistic acceptance’ is where
existential philosophies arise as an attempt
to ‘overcome’ nihilism through an embrace of
its proposal there since there is no meaning of
life, meaning must come from in life. The value
we create from the meaning we ascribe to life is
real so long as we are aware of its relativity
and don’t give in to ‘bad faith’ as described
by Camus.(Camus 1942) This level of optimistic
nihilism often carries with it a rebellious,
creative, or aesthetic justification for life as
described in many works owing their foundations
to Nietzsche.(Nietzsche 1882; Reginster 2008;
Wolf 2007)
The fifth class of response to nihilism’s
proposal is a catchall for those who remain
in the intersection either by investigation,
paralysis, or ignorance. Paralysis arises if

someone agrees the question of meaning is
important but is unable to decide between
rejection or acceptance as there are no longer
grounds for any justification. This paralysis
is distinct from the pessimistic type in that
it represents a purely neutral stance on
the question and might have no impact on a
person’s mood or behavior. One could also be in
transition through nihilism as they navigate
how important accepting nihilism is and whether
it makes any difference to embrace it actively
or passively.
At the very core of living creatures
resides
an
instinct
to
remain
alive.
Whether contemplated actively, passively,
optimistically, or pessimistically, nihilism
is the intersection humans must pass through in
an attempt to apply reason to that instinct.
Indivisible from our sentience came an innate
yearning for significance. The stances described
here outline the ways people grapple with their
worthiness to live. Once the basic needs in
Maslow’s hierarchy are met, the rest of our
time must be spent bolstering the projects
we hope cement our legacy beyond life lest
we become paralyzed by the futility of the
effort. All nihilists are aware, conscious
or not, that a certain level of distraction
from meaninglessness is necessary to avoid a
breakdown in our self-preservation instinct.
Not restricted to simply staying alive, but
a pressure to preserve ourselves through our
impact on our children, work, social groups,
church, government, culture, reincarnated
lives, true-world admission, nature, academia,
or service. Believing there is meaning in or of
these aspects of life establishes a diversion
away from the depressive trap of passive,
pessimistic nihilism.

cont. Fundamental Physics II

SEE EQUATION

We can measure beyond our ability to sense and
internalize our findings. This creates scientific
absurdity where our seeking of knowledge is
in tension with our inability to understand.
Scientific rationality is a powerful engine for
generating knowledge centered meaning while
intentionally avoiding existential meaning.
Scientists and non-scientists alike must turn
to art and philosophy to explore and grasp the
influence discovery should have on the self and
society. The further we are removed from reality
by scale in space or time the less influential
it can feel. By allowing the human perspective
to float along these scales we can see that all
scales in space and time are connected with
equal weight. The ends to which we pursue a
clear picture of reality will remain arbitrary
unless we become capable of embodying new ways
of thinking.
We have a capacity to expand our
perspective beyond ourselves and what is
human. Going beyond individual scale is clearly
important to many people in the ways we act for
future generations and adjust our lives around
the ‘planet wide’. Our maximum spatial range of
concern extends from atomic scales (radiation
exposure, unique harmful or helpful chemicals,
etc.) to interplanetary scales (Solar and
lunar influences on Earth). In time, our maximum
range of concern spans from milliseconds
(frame rates, human reaction time) to hundreds
of years (personally known persons past and
future). These are scales which we can more
easily internalize consciously but are not the
limit of the scales that influence us. Through
science, we have intricate models for physics
from the subatomic to the Universe encompassing.
Entire fields of science could fit themselves
neatly within the flicker of 120Hz display with
plenty of time to spare and the Universe can be

modeled out many times it current 14-billionyear age. Our spheres of measured scale are
growing but so are the scales that we asked to
internalized.
Given the way the universe is predicted
to expand, there is a large but finite region of
the Universe that can be explored from Earth
given infinite time. This sets an upper limit on
what spatial scale needs to be thought of as
influential. Likewise, there is a large but finite
amount of time that we predict our Universe
will be atomically capable of sustaining any
trace of intelligent life putting an upper
limit on the time scale we ought to concern
ourselves with. The time and space of human
influence is finite, how much could widespread
internalization of these scales change the
way we think about humanity’s decisions and
choices?

cont. Survey of Astronomy

DEEP FIELDS

We can see to the very edge of what would ever
be physically visible to us in the universe.
These images compress 10s of billions of light
years into a 2D plane without any context for
scale to create the perception of a rich and
crowded reality. These images are typically
used to showcase the fullness of the universe
by showing thousands of galaxies in an area a
few arcminutes across. Sorting the pixels by
brightness shows how empty this space is. The
final image uses all the same pixels as the
original without edits, just a rearrangement.
The interstitial spaces in these images
represent lines of sight going nearly as far
as the edge of the visible universe, while the
bright pixels contain emission from trillions
of stars.

cont. Introduction to Astrophysics

THE OTHERVIEW EFFECT

Green text is printed out on a black screen.
Numbers, chemical symbols, altitude, and
temperature information are all just thin slices
of cryptic output. But mulled together, sifted,
and graphed a picture begins to form. An image
of a new planet, lush and habitable, fills the
mind of a scientist then an artist, then the
public. As we get closer to discovering signs
of life outside our Solar System, we can’t
help but reach beyond what the data tells us
and imagine something alluring and vivid but
also biased and overestimated. This dissonance
affects our motivations, expectations, and
understanding of when we eventually encounter
such a planet for the first time.

Just two dozen people have traveled
beyond Earth orbit, to be at a position in
which the Earth appears small. This perspective
evokes what is called the “overview effect”,
a sense of self-transcending awe, that puts
into focus how fragile and small our existence
truly is. Seeing the Earth hanging alone in the
dark changes you in a way I cannot accurately
convey or prepare you for. As we venture into
space, beyond Earth, a new kind of overview
effect will emerge with a more layered mix of
isolation and connectedness.

cont. Physical Optics

THE INDIVIDUAL

With this work I challenge others to think about
how they fit into an indifferent Universe. Does
its emptiness provide a canvas where change is
possible or are we in perfect equilibrium? By
hand-painting a human figure on a rice grain the
viewer is confronted by the limits of their
own scale to see the image and by the scale at
which the human is represented in the larger
Universe. Even though the figure is small and
alone in a vast emptiness they are capable of
standing out and creating visible change.
This feeling of miniscule scale and
the question of genuine impact represent a
connection between astronomy and philosophy that
I visualize through art as a way of reminding
us of this dissonance and to eventually
come to terms with it. Humans struggle with
comprehending the vastness of space and this
incomprehension can be unsettling. Accepting
the small magnitude of our existence is an
important step in forming a more comfortable
relationship with scale and the Universe.

Using a brush made from carbon nanotube
thread and a microscope, I’m able to paint
at a scale limited only by the precision of
my hand movement. The figures are just barely
distinguishable to the naked eye. The rice as
a seed is a canvas and an element capable of
profound impact in large quantities. How does
it feel that the Universe contains scales at
which a human, the Earth, and even the Solar
System become indistinguishable?

cont. Quantum Mechanics

STAR/DUST

Over the course of several evenings the past
few months I’ve walked around the 4th floor
slowly filing a 4.5-billion-year-old meteorite
into dust. The last time these freshly exposed
grains had seen light was in the long since
dissipated cosmic nursery where our Sun was
being born. The dust I set loose mostly got
on the ground and from there I can only guess
where else it traveled, peoples’ shoes, the
streets of providence, the sink, a landfill,
maybe it became part of someone else’s work.
Most likely the microscopic flecks of iron and
nickel were never noticed with any regard,
swept up with the sawdust, plastic, and metal
of others’ making and destroying.
This was an experiment in which I wanted
to explore where significance originates and
disintegrates. What do we find special about
meteorites in the first place? It all comes
down to story, meteorites being as old as the
solar system itself, originated in a cloud of
dust and quickly coalesced into a solid body
that floated around the sun for billions of
years before deflecting toward Earth and making
its way through collectors to me where I then
proceeded to disassociate its significance by
it turning into unrecognizable dust, treated
just like the rest of the dirt on the floor.
There are two key features of this story, its
exceptionally unique compared to a typical
object but its also remarkably simple, unchanged
over cosmic time you can pick up a meteorite
and summarize its history in only a couple
key transformations. In the context of the
significance we daily humans appreciate, lets
contrast the meteorite’s story to the mundane
richness of a thumb tack. The iron in this
thumb tack is chemically identical to that in
the meteorite, it began just the same in the

dust around our newborn sun, but instead of
drifting unaltered, it coalesced into a protoplanet which violently settled down in the right
place at the right time to build a world with
atmosphere, water, and soon life. All the while
the iron is mixing shifting settling around
under Earth’s surface playing a massive role in
the capture of oxygen which limits life from
flourishing beyond single cells. For billions
of years the iron moves, oxidizes, subducts
and eventually allows for a new kind of life
to emerge that tries very hard to not be like
other life and it grows and learns to refine
metal and decides that thumb tacks are useful
in quantities so large that when they fall on
the ground they can be forgotten long enough
to collect dust. This story is far richer than
that of our meteorite, but its not unique, its
the same story as almost any bit of iron in
this room.
This is all interesting as a concept
alone but what use was it to actually grind
up the meteorite and lose it. This was the
original experiment, to uncover the value of
the artifact in my work. What I found out was
that the action was a tangible validation of
the concept, that it could work. The very act
of physically grinding down the shooting star
validated its insignificance to me. I made to
confirm the viability of the idea to exist as a
physical metaphor. The execution of the work
proceeded as expected but expectation is not a
replacement for reality, seeing first-hand the
ease of dirt-making with such a prized object
was a distant parallel to the confirmation of a
scientific hypothesis. The artifacts aren’t the
embodiment of the concept but the instrument to
test it.

cont. Statistical and Thermal Mechanics

HABITABLE SKIES

You don’t realize how precariously delicate our
atmosphere is until you’ve spent years simulating
climates of other planets only to find a handful
of cases that we’d consider habitable. In a
phase space containing thousands of parameters,
hundreds of reactions, and dozens of feedback
loops, our research has found just a small
window through which a planet with the right
temperature, composition, sunlight, pressure,
and stability could harbor life similar to
Earth. Walking home in a breathable atmosphere
was enough to put into perspective even the
hardest days in the lab. Our anthropically
principled experience under a blue sky doesn’t
make it any less extraordinary that a lifesustaining film of vapor clinging to a ball of
rock can exist at all.
Our atmosphere is in feedback with
all life, it connects us to a global system,
its blueness is a universal symbol for the
uniqueness of Earth. The current hope among
scientists is that this uniqueness won’t last
much longer, for a blue sky is also a beacon
in our search for life on other worlds. By
observing the atmospheres of other planets
with upcoming telescopes, we will be able to
reliably search for signs of life beyond Earth
for the first time in history. For astronomers,
the raw data representing the composition of an
atmosphere holds the key to finding life but for
a general audience, the data is cryptic. Only
when the spectrum can be rendered as color does
it tap into our primal instincts to identify the
habitability of a space based on our intuition
for natural beauty.

Our appreciation of Earth’s sky can be
traced to a survival instinct we developed for
favorable weather and conditions needed for a
healthy environment. Black smoke, haze, and
smog unsettle us while clear blue with big
clouds signals an area with an ample supply of
water and sun. Recent work by Denis Dutton and
others has shown that our affinity toward beauty
in nature is deeply rooted in how we judge
habitability for survival. To humanize the
process of searching for life using measurements
of exoplanetary skies, I create a means for
anyone to look at a visual representation of the
data to start conversations about Earth’s false
ubiquity, perception of habitability, climate
fragility, and to share scientific discovery.
I mix the science and awareness of
Sagan’s 1993 paper using Galileo observations
of Earth, the atmospheric consciousness of
Trevor Paglen’s Reaper Drone series, and
the theoretical photorealism of Interstellar
to evoke the right balance of otherworldly
possibility, terrestrial stewardship, and
cosmic solitude. This work highlights the ways
art and science can work together on the same
issue to uncover a richer understanding of
reality through physics while also humanizing
those discoveries into something valuable and
impactful to the public as art. By showing other
examples of habitable skies, we can plant the
seed of acceptance for the diverse conditions
in which life could exist and prepare for the
decentering of Earth as the only safe harbor
for existence.

cont. Classical Electrodynamics

BOUNDARY OF PRIME DARKNESS

Our position in the cosmos is not so rapidly
changing by distance over time as it is changing
by the progress of science to measure reality
more fully. What we have found is that the
place we call home, “Earth”, is just one of
many billions of planets in our neighborhood.
Like a cosmic memento mori, a reminder of this
unfathomable fact can shape our daily lives
by adding perspective that we are part of a
multitude. There are missing links between the
way we seek knowledge scientifically and how
discovery is internalized on a human scale.
Science is able to measure beyond our ability
to understand our findings and art guides us
through those discoveries to create cognitive
shifts and new perspectives. We might be able
to measure the population statistics of planets
in our galaxy, but the cultural embodiment of
this information remains elusive.

I contextualize the human relationship
with the solar system, galaxy, and universe using
the latest data from the Gaia space telescope,
Sloan Digital Sky Survey, and observations I
make using my own telescope. The final series
of maps, digital images, and 3D models add a
level of emotional accessibility to the data
and allow scientists and non-scientists new
opportunities for realization, contemplation,
and acceptance.
Travel in any direction away from our
Sun and there will be a point in space at which
the Sun is no longer the brightest source of
light. Mapping these points would produce a
boundary which defines the limit our Sun is a
dominant influence. The Gaia space telescope
has recently updated our understanding of the
properties of millions of stars near Earth.
Using this data, I map the region of the Sun’s
influence more accurately than ever before and
can create a sculptural 3D object of the region
to help solidify the limits to our sense of
‘home’ in space.

cont. Stellar Structure and Evolution

THE AESTHETIC SOLUTION

As a philosophical intersection, nihilism
has led many philosophers to write about
justifications for life or means of finding
optimism when you find yourself questioning
which path to take. The aesthetic justification
appears front and center in the writings of the
most popular writers on overcoming nihilism. In
the decades since Camus’ and Nietzsche’s work
on the aesthetic justification, there remain
many points of critique on its effectiveness as
a means of escape from nihilism. However, there
may be a way to salvage the aesthetic solution
within our understanding of how perceptions
of art and beauty intertwine themselves with
current science.
Nietzsche repeatedly remarks that his
resistance to pessimism is through justifying
life as aesthetic phenomena. “for it is only as
an aesthetic phenomena that existence and the
world are eternally justified.”(Nietzsche 1872,
§5) “As an aesthetic phenomenon existence is
still bearable for us”(Nietzsche 1882, 107) For
Nietzsche, the aesthetic justification was not a
reason to live but merely the only valid means
of making life bearable. “Must we not suppose
that the highest and, indeed, the truly serious
task of art - to save the eye from gazing into
the horrors of night and to deliver the subject
by the healing balm of illusion from the spasms
of the agitations of the will”(Nietzsche 1872,
§19). “I shall be one of those who make things
beautiful... looking away shall be my only
negation”(Nietzsche 1882, p276). Nietzsche also
emphasized the act of aesthetic creation as a
means for overcoming nihilism “art furnishes
us with eyes and hands and above all the good
conscience to be able to turn ourselves into
such a phenomenon.”(Nietzsche 1882, 107).
Nietzsche believes aesthetic value can exist
in the absence of epistemic or moral value.
In a way, it transcends these other forms of
value which he destroys in other parts of his
work. For Nietzsche, the aesthetic justification
held up to the same level of scrutiny that he
applied to all other solutions to nihilism. If
aesthetic value could be undermined in the same
way as moral or epistemic value, the aesthetic
justification would not be as successful as an
argument for justifying life and we would then
be left to explore other means or a return to
pessimism.
Darwin’s work on evolution was well
circulated at the time of Nietzsche’s writing
and he mentions the theory many times.
Nietzsche criticizes Darwin in the same way
he criticizes much of science for being ‘antiaesthetic’.(Pence 2011) For Nietzsche, science
was too systemic and life-denying, claims of
understanding did not convince him because
he thought some aspects of life could not be
codified, aesthetics being one. “Now science
is restrained only by art. It is a question
of value judgments about knowledge”(Nietzsche

2009) To Nietzsche, Darwin’s system to explain
life negates all beauty, and life could no longer
be made into an aesthetic phenomenon. Based on
how Nietzsche viewed science in general, he
would have seen Darwin’s theory as the ultimate
destruction of the individual will to have any
influence on existence. “The only possibility
of life: in art. Otherwise a turning away from
life. The complete annihilation of illusion is
the drive of the sciences: it would be followed
by quietism – were it not for art”(Nietzsche
2009). Contrasting art and science, we can
see here that Nietzsche’s position on the
aesthetic justification for life depended on
its inexplicability or inability to be modeled.
Nietzsche writes very critically of science for
removing itself too far from its humanity. This
stereotypical view clearly shows Nietzsche’s
unawareness of the full picture of science
as a more self-aware human endeavor capable
of providing perspective and affirmation. “So
far [science] may still be better known for
its power of depriving man of his joys and
making him colder, more like a statue, more
stoic”(Nietzsche 1872) It is clear there was
no 1800s equivalent of Richard Feynman, Carl
Sagan, Brian Greene, or Janna Levin available
to Nietzsche to share the beauty of science
and the freedoms it preserves for humanity.
Science and philosophy attempt to remain
logical to gather evidence, form arguments, and
make claims. A philosopher would be unable to
reject science without also rejecting rational
thinking. A coherent argument cannot be made
against itself. If Nietzsche maintained a more
rounded view of science and could have been
convinced of a biological model for aesthetics,
he may have found his solution a false epistemic
and moral justifications for life.
Nietzsche believes there is an external
model for aesthetic value and that through art
we can connect with that value. Again, this comes
back to his disclaimer that art is by no means a
purpose to life but a way to make it endurable.
From this stance, aesthetic phenomena are a
type of unexamined distraction used by passive
nihilists to avoid confrontation with reality.
Nietzsche skirts this by claiming aesthetics
cannot be examined. His entire thesis is to
examine all phenomena to the very end and what
is left unexaminable or illusive is how one
can justify life. Since Nietzsche’s writing,
much work has been done to examine aesthetics
further than he was capable of. Through the
work of Dutton and others there appears to
be a framework for aesthetic value in our
biology.(Dutton 2005, 2010) If aesthetic value
can now be addressed biologically, Nietzsche’s
unexaminable external force can be explained
through genetic adaptation and culture.
Nietzsche was very adept at breaking
down arguments, much of his philosophy is built
from the negative space he left between the

philosophies he dismantled. It’s clear this was
a passion of his and he was driven to do so out of
necessity only feeling content when things were
fully examined. This is why he had such a problem
with nihilism, an idea immune to destruction
but critically important to overcome. He was
left in a position to find justification for
life when everything he touch turned to dust.
Aesthetics was one exception; he was unable to
destroy its ability to generate life affirming
value. Removing the specific outcome, we can see
that he found his affirmation for life through
rigorous examination of philosophy until he
found something he personally could not break
down. Like an indestructible toy, aesthetics
promised infinite distraction from the horror
of our meaninglessness, but this toy is not
universally indestructible. Nietzsche had
convinced himself that science was unable to
unravel the mystery of art and so it remained
uncrackable to him. If, however, aesthetics is
not a mystery to someone they will be unable to
think of it as indestructible and it shall be
unable to provide prolonged distraction from
pessimism.
Throwing your life’s values into
a crucible and finding what survives is as
challenging and dangerous as it is gnawing and
potentially fruitful. Nietzsche’s avoidance of
science for answers likely allowed him to find
great joy in life’s mysteries, but would a
scientist be unable to do the same? Nietzsche
misunderstood the goal of science as a process
to find meaning when really, it’s the process
itself that can provide meaning. Pursuit and
appreciation of an aesthetic life has many
parallels to the pursuit and appreciation of
a scientific one. With a more well-rounded,
humanist way of thinking about science it
is worth reapplying Nietzsche’s crucible to
aesthetics and other means of justifying life
in the face of nihilism.
Being able to provide valid scientific
theory for the way we think, feel, and act does
not free us from their effects and experience.
Uncovering a theory of life that depends on the
emergent properties of hundreds of trillions
of interconnected parts wouldn’t free us from
our daily decision making. Philosophy provides
a framework for coping with the consequences
of scientific discovery and helping make
decisions in chaotic systems. What science and
philosophy do is build models of understanding.
When they are coupled, they allow us to get
a sense of the limits to our reality and our
agency within it. To better know the universe
allows you to more reliably vet the ways of
living as a member of it. This helps you to
better calibrate your search for happiness,
authenticity, consistency, control, power or
whatever you might be seeking.
The science of aesthetics based on
evolutionary psychology can be thought of

in terms of the evolutionary advantage of
what we call ‘subjectivity’, a quality based
on individual opinion.(Dutton 2005, 2010)
An individual’s opinion can alter their own
survivability but impact the species through
the way we, as social creatures, have adapted to
work in groups. By sharing opinions and tastes
with others, the group can more efficiently
make discoveries and changes that help achieve
the groups goals. This can be drawn back to
the very nature of evolution itself as a
system that allows for regular changes and
selective pressure that leads to a new set of
circumstances that can be experimented with.
As evolution relies on change and advantage so
to do the societies that emerge from it. Akin
to the mutations of DNA, the mutations of a
society can be thought of as the subjectivity
of differing opinions that make their way into
public discourse. Subjective disagreement
indicates a lack of consistent or obvious
advantage or disadvantage to the group whereas
general agreement can be linked to a consistent
advantage or disadvantage. In terms of aesthetics
this becomes a driver for subjective creation
as a means of finding advantage. Because of
the diversity of environments, pressures, and
histories each of us face, the agreements found
through the subjective experimentation inherent
in aesthetics does not have to be universal.
This can also be seen in divergent evolution
of one species when groups separate and face
different challenges. Aesthetic preference
can be interpreted as a manifestation of this
biologic behavior complicated and electrified
through how rapidly technology has disconnected
us from evolution for survival alone.
At some level, the passion we associate
with aesthetics in art may be a byproduct of
a deeper adaptive mechanism which retains
little of its original function or, at most,
an exaptation of a function for use in a
relatively new social context. Passion for art
helps us seek originality and creativity which
may lead us to a new advancement of culture.
Diversity of thought allows us to expand our
ways of approaching situations for advantage.
Generating subjective diversity can thus be
seen as a more complete form of the aesthetics
justification for life that has greater
scientific awareness. Camus begins to come to
a similar conclusion as he ends The Myth of
Sisyphus “diversity is the home of art. The
only thought to liberate the mind is that which
leaves it alone, certain of its limits and of
its impending end. No doctrine tempts it. It
awaits the ripening of the work and of life.
Detached from it, the work will once more give
a barely muffled voice to a soul forever freed
from hope. Or it will give voice to nothing if
the creator, tired of his activity, intends to
turn away. That is equivalent.”(Camus 1942,
116)

cont. Astophysical Processes

UNTITLED SPACE

The atom of subjective value is the individual.
Each individual is an engine for the entire
process of internalizing reality, generating
morality, and enacting change. A self-awareness
of this power is itself a powerful force to
reorganize the psyche. As a method of achieving
this self-awareness, solitude can focus our
attention on how narrow and disconnected the
funnel of our body is in relation to our
environment, the world, or the universe.
Solitude can also bring us to the realization
that the narrowness of our experiences are
significantly finite and non-zero as opposed to
insignificant.
‘I have discovered that all the
unhappiness of people arises from one single
fact, that we cannot sit quietly in our own
room.’ Modernizing the language of this quote
highlights how it applies just as much today as
it did 400 years ago for Pascal. Being alone
presents a challenge to us. We can either
confront our isolation or retreat from it with
a distraction. It unsettles us when we are
confronted by a quiet moment with how truly
alone we are. No one will ever truly ‘get’ us,
the universe doesn’t ‘care’ about us, we’ll
never escape our own minds. Acceptance of our
universal isolation, however unpalatable,
is a first step in finding a more satisfying
peace with it. I create physical spaces for
personal acceptance by isolating the viewer
so completely to allow for reflection on their
relationship with solitude.

The harder it feels to be alone the
more helpful it can be. Finding solitude is
difficult both physically and mentally. Humans
are constantly seeking connection which leaves
little chance for a person to be caught
incapable of distracting themselves with work,
communication, social media, entertainment,
religion, education, or nature. To be made of
distractions is the greatest tragedy for it
denies others your true self and prevents us
from experiencing the unique actions and ideas
only you are capable of sharing.
A self-awareness of this power is
necessary for those who wish to enact a lasting
change, a type of alteration that may register
perceptibly by the future. With thorough
application of the principles of the subjective
diversity solution to nihilism, the legacy we
leave should be designed to create examples
for individuals to follow, question, and learn
from. The value of an example is not in the
progress it seemingly contributes but by the
usefulness of its artifact to teach a future
generation. To do this authentically you must
feel yourself as a distinct entity, trust
yourself as a creator of change, and become
the scientist of your own reality. To be stuck
feeling incapable of distracting yourself so
completely that you stop thinking about your
own insignificance your only hope then is to
imagine that you are not insignificant and that
you may contribute to a change that rises above
the noise on a cosmic scale.

cont. Introduction to General Relativity
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This book represents a physical metaphor for the emptiness of space
compared to our potential for exploration. If the surface area of all 1600
pages is the volume of our galaxy, the dot on the back cover would be the
size of the volume we have explored around our sun multiplied for every
star in the galaxy. Here, for all the space we have explored there are
billions of unique environments around other stars yet to be known and
billions of trillions of times as much empty space.
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